Identification of the Planets for Gynaecological Disorders
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Abstract: Medical astrology is a highly specialized branch of Vedic Astrology. According to medical astrology, one’s health is predicted using his/her Moon sign, Ascendant sign and the placement of the planets in the birth chart. Totally there are nine planets and each planet depicts the part of the human body. Planets also influence Sun vital, tonic, drying and warming, relating to the gynaecological disorders in women. The present research is aimed at identifying the Planets that are responsible for the gynaecological disorders that are affecting women. The sample comprised of 25 women from different districts of Tamil Nadu. The data was collected using questionnaire and direct interview and the results were computed using the Bar diagram and Pie-chart. Findings revealed that the position of the planets in each house cause different gynaecological disorders which may even lead to death.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Astrology is a composite subject that involves a great deal of familiarity and detailed study. The main purpose of medical astrology is to deliver a sign to the cosmic impacts at the time of sickness are probable to be beneficial or injurious to the sufferer and thus the:

1. Harshness of the particular disease
2. Period of the disease
3. Credible eventual outcome of the disease, and
4. Additional means that might be engaged by a physician to counter the disease and that enable the renovation of the patient’s health [1].

Traditionally, the most collective astrological methods employed in medical astrology are birth transits (the birth chart linked to the current location of the zodiac and the planets) and horary astrology (hora = hour, a chart established solely on the current location of the zodiac and planets). A medical horary chart is also called as a decumbiture chart, as it is usually cast for the time the sufferer proceeds to be in bed. Transit charts have only originated recently and but decumbiture charts are far earliest method [2].

In medical astrology ‘planets’ generally denotes to the ‘visible’ planets: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, but also comprises the Sun and the Moon. The astrologer’s chart is a 16° wide band of sky that monitors the deceptive path of the Sun. The zodiac is separated in 12 equivalent parts named zodiac signs, which are: Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces. Due to the earth’s revolution, the zodiac seems rotate around the earth around once every 24 hours. The 12 Houses are immovable divisions of the sky - from the point of sight of an observer on earth-over which the planets and the zodiac look to move as the earth revolves on its axis [3].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Cornell (2003) proposed a method to examine the individual chart. After observing the individual's natal chart, a medical astrologer would provide advice to the client about the parts of the body they are most probable to understand the trouble for instance, an distinct with the Sun, Moon, Ascendant, or many planets in the sign of Aries is acknowledged to have more headaches than other people because of the relationship with Aries. A person with Taurus strong in the natal chart is forecasted to have many sore oesophagi and issues with the voice because of the Taurean relationship with that particular part of the body [4].

Naz (2006) proposed a method to detect the delayed child birth. In the wife chart, Pisces is the fifth house from the Moon. Saturn is in that house. Whenever Saturn is located in the fifth house, it frequently hints too many delays and problems in conception. When we gaze at Virgo, the fifth house from the Ascendant, we find the planet Mercury. This suggests that if conceives, it could result from the use of reproductive technology and there is the possibility of twins or multiple birth helps as a
good example for discussion of planetary characteristics and their effect. In the case of husband, if one stares from the Ascendant, one discovers Saturn sitting in Pisces, the fifth house. Including from the Moon, the fifth house is Gemini, which is administrated by Mercury. Like his wife’s chart, the chart recommended that if conception occurs, it may come over the usage of some technology, and there could be twins or multiple births. Indeed, this couple is experiencing a second cycle of in vitro fertilization (IVF) technique at this time [5].

Harris (2008) proposed medical astrology for health and health psychology. Most notable between astrology are Margaret Millard, who accepted the evaluations of astrological charts for times of endeavored in vitro fertilization (IVF), a general practitioner who utilized information about the planets and their relationship with the body while making diagnoses.5-7 Clinicians without an experience in astrology who wish to integrate astrology in the fertility treatment procedure for date selection or stress management and it may need to refer with an astrologer. In the future, online technology may create it easier for interested patients and clinicians to include astrology into fertility treatment strategies. A software program is under development that will permit women to find maximal dates for successful formation with or without supported reproductive technology [6].

Micic et al., (2012) research discovered the disease under the influence of astrological symbols. Being born within the zodiac sign of Cancer is destined to upsurge your chances of emerging diseases of the breast. A reflective regiment of 1458 patients with breast disease was imitative data from hospital admission from a single Health Board from January 2008 to February 2011. Statistical validation of the dataset was achieved using the Chi-Square test. Results display the possibility of increasing benign breast disease and children born within the zodiac symbol of Cancer was 7.83% (Range 6.01-10.97% for the other zodiac symbols); pre-invasive distortion was 8.76% (Range 5.84-11.68% for the other zodiac symbols); and for malevolent disease was 9.25% (Range 7.71-9.91% for the other zodiac symbols). There was no statistically important difference among the Zodiac groups. The foundation for medical astrology is rooted in misconception and pseudoscience. Inappropriately, an amount of patients offering with breast disease pursue advice from medical astrologers, it will affect their treatment choices. Our results display that there is no arithmetical transformation. They hope that exposing myth; fewer patients will be unfavorably exaggerated by inappropriate guidance [7].

Chaplot et al., (2016) research is based on astrological predictions. Astrological Predictions will be able to produce a lot of curiosity in human beings to identify their future. This belief of a large percentage of population in astrology desires to be validated by checking the scientific legitimacy of astrology. The authors discussed about the tests related to astrological predictions and they tried to predict the scientific legitimacy and guidelines for astrological prediction using Case Base Reasoning method. Several methods and grouping techniques of Artificial Intelligence were employed for this purpose. They are Simple Cart, Decision Stump, Decision Table, Logistic and Naive Bayes. Experiments were implemented on astrological charts to classify whether the person will develop as internationally famous person or not. Data of 240 persons were gathered to execute these experiments. The data collected were birth time, birth place and date of birth along with the position of the person that he is famous in the world or not. Out of 240 persons, 120 persons were globally famous persons and remaining persons were not internationally famous. Results produced will be impressive and exciting [8].

Popp (2016) research is based on scientific proof in astrology. Not only in Europe but also in India, kings and emperors utilized astrology as a ‘scientific proof’ for their rights to claim. As it was viewed as a science, it will deliver useful validation for a king’s great destiny, even though horoscopes are so multifarious that almost every fact can be ‘predicted by a clever combination of the data. Though doubts about astrology occurred, the Mughal emperors used astrology broadly. Akbar (1556-1605) and his grandson Shah Jahan (1628-1658) included horoscopes in the outlines of their official chronicle. Both of them wanted to demonstrate that they were the renovator of Islam in the 2nd Islamic millennium. They used horoscopes to clarify the tenets of their sovereignty as a necessity of the age. In case of Shah Jahan, they predicted the personal sentiments and variations over time, comparing with earlier study and a slightly then to horoscope [9].

3. PLANETS AND PARTS OF THE BODY [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Parts of the Body</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Stomach, Right Eye, Heart, Head, Belly, Bone and constitution of the body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Lungs, Heart, Kidney, Alimentary canal, Left eye, Blood (specifically the watery part) and water in the body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Marrow, Energy, Head, Rectum, Veins, Female organs, Neck, Genitals, Blood, Red colouring matters in the Blood and vitality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Skin, Navel, Nose, chest, Spinal system, Gall Bladder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. ASTROLOGICAL FACTORS ON PLANETS

Gynaecological problems can be attributed to a variety of astrological factors. Planets like Mercury and Saturn (who are enuchus) when present in trines can cause complications in fertility, conception and also result in delays in pregnancy.

Venus planet relates to sexuality but more to potency, sperm and semen production and viability of it. It would relate to the production of ovum and the reproductive organs for women.

Moon relates to conception, ability to fertilize the egg and sustain and grow in the uterus.

Jupiter is the karaka for progeny, children but above all it signifies the living being or life that is growing. Sun is the significations for general health and vitality of the child. Sun also indicates continuation of lineage.

Ragu signifies delays, loss, miscarriages, presence of toxins or need for medicines to remove toxins.

Ketu can indicate some obstructions and delays. Many times Ketu indicates the child that carries the past lineage. In general Rasi chart (5th house), Navamsa trines, the strength of Jupiter, Moon and Sun [11].

5. METHODOLOGY

Locale of the study

Women from different districts of Tamil Nadu were chosen for the study.

Sample

The sample composed of 25 women exclusively chosen only from the districts of Tamil Nadu.

Tools and Techniques

The data were collected using the questionnaire method and face to face interview. The findings are illustrated using bar diagram and pie-chart.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jupiter</th>
<th>Venus</th>
<th>Saturn</th>
<th>Ragu</th>
<th>Ketu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brain, Thighs, fat, Lungs, Ear, Memory, spleen, Tongue</td>
<td>Throat, Face, Eye-sight, Genital organs, Water in body, Lustre of the body, Glands (endocrine and exocrine)</td>
<td>Bones, Muscles, Limbs, Teeth, skin, Hair, Legs</td>
<td>Feet and Breathing</td>
<td>Belly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 illustrates the Rasi chart for the occurrence of ovarian cancer due to the transition and position of Planets.

Dasa balance: Moon- 0 years, 03 months and 16 days
Ragu dasa bukthi ends on 17.06.2008

Figure 2 illustrates the Navamsa chart of a woman who is affected by ovarian cancer depending on the transition and position of Planets. Likewise each gynaecological disorder has its own Rasi and Navamsa chart that are designed based on their planetary transition and position. The detailed explanation for the occurrence of the disease is given below.

i. Puthrakaraga Jupiter is in Mesha and asserted by Ragu and Saturn.

ii. Saturn is the 12th lord who is responsible for loss of karaga of the planet whom he is asserting.

iii. The aspect of Ragu on Jupiter leads to abortions several times which spoiled the general health of the ovaries.

iv. The 5th house is controlled by Sun, the 8th lord and affected by pathagathipathi Venus.

v. The placement of Rahu in Mithuna Rasi with the pathagathipathi Venus affected to a great extent spoiled the child birth.

vi. The fifth lord Mercury is in 6th house who is the 8th lord represents the ovaries also.
vii. The 6th lord Moon also spoils the power of 8th lord Mercury which spoiled the ovarian functions.

viii. In general Venus is Mithuna Rasi spoils general health and social life. It makes the subject unsteady and spoils the mental equilibrium.

ix. Sukra Rasi Chandra bukthi initiated the disease in ovaries and budha bhakthi made the subject to undergo surgery and removal of ovaries are shown in figure 1 and 2.

Medical astrology usually is acknowledged as iatromathematics, which is an original medical system that connects numerous parts of the body, medicines and illnesses, as under the effect of the sun, moon and planets sideways with the twelve astrological symbols. Each of the astrological signs along with the sun, moon, and planets is connected with different parts of the human body. The important base for medical astrology is astrology it is measured to be a pseudoscience or myth as there is no technical foundation for its core principles [12].

This study relates the descriptive technique of research. As widely accepted, the descriptive technique of research is a fact-finding study that comprises acceptable and precise interpretation of results. Descriptive research defines certain present condition. The pilot study forms the base for this research. It was conducted with 50 women from various districts of Tamil Nadu. The variables were listed based on reviewing various literatures that are related and presented in the form of structured questionnaire and were directly interviewed. Based on the findings of this pilot study, the interview instrument was designed. The reliability and validity tests were performed and the items were found to be reliable for this study. Comparatively, the technique is suitable to this study since it targets to describe the gynaecological disorders that affect women.

Interview method is the technique used for data collection. There are numerous interview methods in particular individual interview method is followed. Since, the study is sensitive, confidential and the data are gathered using personal interview. Women who were not able to meet in person were interviewed through telephone. In order to efficiently use the interview method a questionnaire was developed to measure accuracy rate of responses that produce a fair results. The instrument was divided into two parts. Part A consists of demographic factors and Part B with the factors that determine the purpose study.

The above figure 3 shows the number of women who are affected by the gynaecological disorders and the severity of the corresponding planets. Among the nine planets only eight are responsible for these disorders. Ragu has the highest priority among the eight planets to easily affect the women by any type of gynaecological disorders that solely affect women. So the women who experience the planetary position of Ragu in their health house would be definitely affected due to gynaecological disorders. They have the highest chance when compared to the transitions of other planets. The next planet responsible for the disorder is Kethu followed by Sun, Saturn, Venus, Mars and Mercury. Finally the least place is given to the planet Jupiter which has the least responsibility for the severity of the disorder.

The above figure 4 explains the percentage of women who are influenced by different Planets. Women who are influenced by different Planets are given in the Pie chart. Those Women who are influenced by Ragu are the highest with 28% and the least affected are Jupiter, Venus, Mars and Saturn is of 1%.
Fig. 5. Percentage of women affected by different Planets

The figure 5 shows the Planets that are responsible for ovarian diseases in particular. The Planet that is highly responsible for ovarian disease is Ragu with 28%, Kethu and Mercury with 9% and Saturn, Venus, mars, Jupiter with 9%.

Fig. 6. Diseases due to the effect of Ragu

The above Pie chart (Fig. 6) shows the Percentage of Women affected by Ragu and other stars. Women who are influenced by Ragu are highly affected by gynaecological disorders in particular, 14% of women are affected by endometrial cancer, 29% of women are without child, 43% of people are affected by ovarian disease and 14% of women are affected by other gynaecological disorders.

Fig. 7. Place of Houses of the affecting Planets

The figure 7 shows the place of houses of each Planets and their percentage of causing diseases. The 4th house is highly responsible for causing diseases with 24%, 8th house with 24%, dasa with 20%, 5th house with 16%, 6th house with 8% and the least 9th house with 4%.

Table 1. Number of women affected by different Planets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planets</th>
<th>Number of women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kethu</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragu</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table explains the number of women affected by different planets. Among the 25 samples chosen the women affected by the planet Kethu are 7 in number which is the highest. The second position is occupied by two planets simultaneously they are Kethu and Sun with 4. The Saturn occupies the third position with 3, Mars, Mercury and Venus share the fourth position equally with 2 each. The last position is occupied by the Planet Jupiter with only 1 women affected by the disorder. So, Jupiter has only a least chance in providing the disorders and this is therefore less harm.

7. CONCLUSION

Astrology is indication of human life, as it has transcendental and cosmic language superiority. It interprets and justifies the methods of physiological changes during malefic planetary period for eliminating astropathological afflictions, through astral propitiatory medications. This research revealed that the planet Ragu is the deadliest planet mainly responsible for causing gynecological disorders. The severity of this planet may sometimes even lead to death of that particular woman who is experiencing the planetary position of Ragu in the house that corresponds to health. The planet that is least harmful for the gynecological disorder is Jupiter. So, this will have minor effect only on the women having Jupiter in her health house.
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